Find and highlight CVC words from the “-ag” family. Read the story 3 times. Color a star every time you read.

**In the Bag**

- bag
- rag
- tag
- flag

Bob is at the store. He will put what he buys in a bag. Bob sees a rag. The rag is red. Bob checks the tag. He buys the rag. Bob sees a hat. The hat is blue. Bob checks the tag. He buys the hat. Bob sees a flag. The flag is white. He checks the tag. He buys the flag. Bob goes home. He has a rag, a hat, and a flag in his bag.

⭐️⭐️⭐️
Find and highlight CVC words from the “-ag” family. Read the story 3 times. Color a star every time you read.

**In the Bag**

bag    rag    tag    flag

Bob is at the store. He will put what he buys in a **bag**. Bob sees a **rag**. The **rag** is red. Bob checks the **tag**. He buys the **rag**. Bob sees a **hat**. The **hat** is blue. Bob checks the **tag**. He buys the **hat**. Bob sees a **flag**. The **flag** is white. He checks the **tag**. He buys the **flag**. Bob goes home. He has a **rag**, a **hat**, and a **flag** in his **bag**.

[Stars colored as indicated]